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ABSTRACT: The paper presents the use of geosynthetic materials in french industrial waste storages and the new concepts 
proposed according to the new regulation through two examples. 
The industrial waste is, at the present time, stored in modem landfills including a lining system and a technical man-inspectable 
gallery running under the site. The connections between this gallery and the geosynthetics are described in the paper. 
After solidification and stabilization processes, the waste will be transf 01med into blocks similar to concrete or, at least, 
.gathered in geometric f onns'to be piled up. The corresponding future storage centres could include concrete walls and mobile 
_roof. The choice of geosynthetic products will be quite different in this kind of storage according to the mechanical aspects. An 
.european research program (EU Label) called ''SITINERT'' is dedicated to these aspects. An experimental centre is 
under construction in 1994. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

·Every year, France produces nearly 250 millions metric tons
of waste, including about 20 million tons of special industrial
waste (bechets Industriels speciaux = D.I.S.). Disposal of
this latter until now involved a nu1nber of processing
:methods ; recycling, incineration, neutralization, 
:detoxification. The technical storage centres, hitherto 
considered as a separate branch, should, according to the new 
:1ong-te11ne storage centre regulation, become an exclusive 
·outlet specifically for the D.I.S. which cannot be subjected to
additional techniques not exceeding excessive costs.
fMoreover, the D.I.S. will be treated with stalnli7.ation and 
,-solidification processes (SSPs) before landfilling by 1995. 
! 

! Regarding geosynthetics, the French ministerial 
!decree of 12/ 18/92, imposes the foil owing rules on a landfill
:site (Gisbert, 1993) :
- a 2 mm thick geomembrane on bottom and banks ;
:_ a gravity drainage to a gallery running under the operatio
nal areas (cells) ; 
- a geotextile filter to protect the d1ainage layer ( optional).
This geosynthetic system, called "active safety barrier't, has
·to be installed over a 5 m thick clay layer.

These drastic modifications of the f rench landfilling 
_practises require an efficient synergy between the 
geosynthetic materials providers and the storages operators. 
This will be described in the following two exa1nples. The 
first one is an operating storage centre located in 
Champteusse/Baconne (F1ance) and the second one is still in 
development trough the "E " european resear<!h 
program called "SITINERT". 
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2 INDUSTRIAL WASTE STORAGE CENTRES : THE 
EXAMPLE OF CHAMPTEUSSE /BACONNE 

The first industrial waste storage centre in France equipped: 
in accordance with the new regulations is located at 
Champteusse (Maine & Loir dept.). The use of 
geosynthetics, present throughout the construction of the 
work, Pfovides an effective answer to the requirements. 
imposed by the new regulations (Vovard et al., 1993). 

2.1 Sealing and drainage system (see figure 2.1) 

The bottom of the site is sealed by a 2 mm thick. HOPE 
geomembrane. The banks are covered with a double seal of 
the �ame geomembrane with a HOPE geospacer connected to 
a control drain controlling the watertightness of the upper 
geomembrane. HOPE has been chosen because of the 
chemical quality of the leachate, still agressive as the waste 
stored in the present time is · not yet stabilized but 
conditionned in big bags. This lining system is protected by 
puncture-proof non woven geotextiles. Then, the bottom of· 
the site has been covered with an 0,5 m thick drainage layer of 
washed sand, and above it has been placed a filtering non 
woven geotextile. 








